Data-free prior model for upper body pose estimation and tracking.
Video based human body pose estimation seeks to estimate the human body pose from an image or a video sequence, which captures a person exhibiting some activities. To handle noise and occlusion, a pose prior model is often constructed and is subsequently combined with the pose estimated from the image data to achieve a more robust body pose tracking. Various body prior models have been proposed. Most of them are data-driven, typically learned from 3D motion capture data. In addition to being expensive and time-consuming to collect, these data-based prior models cannot generalize well to activities and subjects not present in the motion capture data. To alleviate this problem, we propose to learn the prior model from anatomic, biomechanics, and physical constraints, rather than from the motion capture data. For this, we propose methods that can effectively capture different types of constraints and systematically encode them into the prior model. Experiments on benchmark data sets show the proposed prior model, compared with data-based prior models, achieves comparable performance for body motions that are present in the training data. It, however, significantly outperforms the data-based prior models in generalization to different body motions and to different subjects.